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From the Desks of:
Adrienne Borgersen & Lois Eastlund
Hello Friends!
We must apologize for the delay in our second issue. January and February turned out to be action packed months for
us! Traveling, winter storms, party planning and unexpected life events had us spinning 24/7 for weeks. In fact we’re still
spinning! So to give ourselves a little bit of a break and make sure this issue was up to our standards (and yours), we postponed the release. We hope you find that it was worth the wait!
Speaking of party planning, the LA Fashionista Compassionista Launch Event was held on February 19, closing night of
NY Fashion Week! It was thrilling for us to meet and connect with so many friends, old and new! One person, who is
not vegan, said to me, “I’ve never been to a party with so many happy looking people. There must be a connection!”.
That’s an enormous compliment, and I think that speaks volumes about the vegan community.
During the event, we held a raffle to support Tuff Tails Animal Rescue! Located in Long Island, NY, they do such great work,
rescuing dogs and cats from situations of abandonment and abuse, finding foster and forever homes for them. I couldn’t
be prouder to call them friends. Thank you Sandy Unger, Geoff Unger, Margaret “Midge” Maguire Burton and Vicky Defio
Wright!! Check them out and help if you can: www.tufftails.org
You will notice, that we have advertising in this issue, for the first time. Many of the companies in these ads Sponsored the
launch event. We are eternally grateful for their participation from food to fashion to lighting. You can learn who they are
and read more about the event at the end of this issue in, “The Last Page”.
Therefore, we are thrilled to announce we are open for advertising! LAFC subscriptions are growing every day, all over
the country and around the world. We can help spread the word about your business in one of our affordable packages.
Whether you’re company is large or small, inquire about our rates and packages at info@lafcnyc.com.
Back to the magazine! This issue is packed full of amazing stories, great products and thoughtful ideas.
Adrienne, is very fortunate to have had the opportunity to interview two amazing women for this issue - Wanda Malhotra,
founder of Surya Brasil and Monisha Raja, founder of Love is Mighty. Serendipitously, there are many parallels to their stories. Greatly inspired by their homelands of Brazil and India, they found inspiration and success, through the love, respect
and appreciation of all living things.
Wanda’s family traditions evolved into a natural, organic beauty product company and spa. Surya Brasil has expanded
into all kinds of programs that give back to people and animals, in Brazil and all over the world. Wanda and her mother
Clelia Angelon, do so much for the world. Through their humanitarian efforts and quality products, they set the bar high
for all businesses.
Monisha uses her inherent artistic skill to design shoes that raise awareness of the dying cultures in India. She has created
a way to morph their art into a functional medium to keep the art and the traditions, alive. The story is ever evolving, so
this issue is Part 1 of a 2 part feature on Love is Mighty.
The stories of these two women and how they grow their businesses, how they use the gifts of our planet to be successful
and still nurture the earth and give back to its inhabitants, begs an important question. If they can do it and we see it with
our own eyes, why isn’t everyone doing it??
You may be thinking, hey, wait a minute, this is a fashion magazine. You’re talking about beauty products and shoes. How
deep could it be? The mission of LA Fashionista Compassionista is to show these dynamic possibilities, that no problem is
insurmountable and open the discussion to those who may not have considered how mainstream these ideas really can
be!
In another special interview, Lois spoke with Mathis Roll, the 11 year old daughter of plant powered ultra endurance
athlete Rich Roll. She is incredibly talented and compassionate for someone so young. Read about her budding fashion
design career and her mission to save the wolves.
Lois also created an incredible fashion editorial for spring that will make you long to own a new dress! If you’re in an area
where it’s winter, you may be longing for bright colors and bare legs already!
Finally, we would like to welcome two new contributors to this issue. Sarah Eastin talks about the high tech possibilities in
fashion with 3D printing. Christine Day gives you some superb ideas for quality beauty product options that won’t empty
your wallet! Sarah and Christine are alumni of Main Street Vegan Academy, founded and run by our friend and premier
issue “Cover Girl”, Victoria Moran. It’s wonderful and so interesting, howall of the different ways the certification of this
program can support a compassionate lifestyle, independent thinking and the entrepreneurial spirit!
It’s very cold and snowy here in New York City, but all of your support warms our hearts. We are grateful and thankful to
you, as always!
Peace, Love, Fashion & Compassion,

Adrienne & Lois
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Talk to us!
How are we doing?
What would you like to see?
Do you have a fashion or beauty question?
Are you a vegan fashion or beauty company who
would like to be featured?
Are you interested in collaborating with us?
Connect with us!
We’re real people and we want to hear from you!
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Mathis (“Wolfstone”) Indigo Roll

Interview by: Lois Eastlund
Photos: Julie Piatt, Natalie Hemmens
I am a huge fan of plant powered ultra endurance athlete, Rich Roll, and a frequent listener of his podcast, aptly
named, “The Rich Roll Podcast”. Recently, he mentioned
that his young daughter was an aspiring designer, and had
designed the dress his wife wore for their vow renewal ceremony. Being a designer myself, I knew then I had to interview her and find out more about this very young girl with
astonishing focus and talent!
How old are you Mathis?
I’m 11 years old. My birthday was December 17th.
When did you decide to become a designer, and how did
you learn about designing, pattern making and sewing?
My mom told me stories about her life as a fashion designer
in the early nineties and it inspired me. At about age 6, she
gave me her college portfolio and I literally devoured it. I
ripped it to shreds but something must have stuck with me.
I learned how to sew at around age 8 from my mentor Natalie Hemmens who is a talented fashion designer working in
the fashion industry in L.A. I am home schooled and I learn
most of my studies through fashion design. Natalie taught
me how to make patterns, sew and design. I continue to
work with her every other week.
Do you have any favorite designers?
My favorite designers are Alexander McQueen, Trish Summerville, Michael Wilkinson, Halston.
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What or who inspires you and your designs?
What type of clothing do you like to design?
I design clothes for women, not kids. I like neutral tones,
camouflage and creative casual looks.
Do you have a favorite fabric that you like to work with?
I love working with denim and fake leather. There are so
many amazing fake leather fabrics that I don’t see any
reason to use real leather.
Are you currently selling any of your designs? If so, where?
Currently, I’m focusing on making custom designs for private clients and my Etsy shop. http://wolfstoneroll.blogspot.com
What do you find easy about the design process and what
do you find difficult?
Original pattern making can be hard. Sometimes it takes
me weeks to work something out. But I love designing. I
started painting at a very young age and fashion design is
a natural extension of that creativity for me.
What have you learned about fashion that surprised you?
I was surprised to find out that the translation from the drawing to the actual form is not ever exact. It’s a process that
is always going somewhere but I may not end up where I
started.
What have you learned about yourself?

Wedding dress designed for mom, Julie Piatt

Absolutely! I happen to love business and making money.
I always have. So If there is a way to turn my creativity into
a viable business, I will do it. But for now, I’m still a kid.
Do you have any advice for other young women or men that
want to become designers?
My advice to kids and really everyone is to spend time in
your life doing what you love. Don’t wait for someone to
say you can.

By setting my intention on creating something that I love, I
can produce many things. I’m just getting started though.
What are your other interests?
Right now, I am designing a physical space with my space
planning mentor, Ron Capri. We are breaking ground on a
expanded version of a mini-house that will double as my
Is there anything else you’d like to tell the readers about
yourself or your designs?
Yes, I would like to let everyone know that I support Wolf
Connection, a non-profit wolf rescue center in California.
They need donations to continue and expand on this great
work they are doing with at risk teens and wolves.
Please donate if you can. Thank you.

studio. I also just got a new dog! HIs name is Moses and he
is a Great Pyrennes. We rescued him and his friend Amma.
So I am very busy at the moment being his Mother.
What does your family think about you being a designer?
My family is very supportive and excited to see me expressing myself. My Mom is pretty cool as she lets me roam in
wide open spaces of possibility.
You’re very talented and focused at a young age. Do you
see your design talents growing into a full time business in
your future?
www.lafcnyc.com page 9
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Wanda Malhotra & Clelia Angelon

A Complete Package of Healthy, Humanitarian
and High Quality Beauty Products
Interview by Adrienne Borgersen
Surya Brasil was founded in the early 90’s, when Clelia
Angelon asked her daughter Wanda Malhotra, who
was fresh out of high school, if she wanted to start a
company making beauty products. They would develop formulas based on the values and traditions
they had been accustomed to their whole lives, using
natural, organic, vegan ingredients that were good
for your skin and your body.  At that time in Brazil, using
products that were natural and organic was perhaps
not taken very seriously in the mainstream. But they
knew they could create something that was fresh,
new and that people would keep coming back to,
once they saw the results.   Excited about the opportunity her mother bestowed upon her, Wanda knew
that this is what she wanted to do…and so, the journey began.
The idea came about as a solution to a personal problem.  Clelia was allergic to traditional chemicals in
hair color and they knew that there were many women out there that suffered from the same issue. They
came to the United States to do market research and
outreach in health food and beauty stores, then went
back to Brazil to build the operations. They spent 5
years developing the Henna Cream with natural ingredients like guarana, arnica and aloe vera, into this
creamy formula that easily covers grey hair. It’s a semi
permanent color that instead of penetrating the hair
shaft, actually coats it, so it fades out over time, lessening the appearance of the dreaded “skunk stripe”
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photo: Wanda’s personal photo

that comes up with the natural growth of new hair
when permanently dyed.
They soon began getting calls and emails from countries around the world, because they filled a niche, for
the most natural henna color. There are other henna
colors out there, but many use chemical ingredients,
which are not good for people who suffer from allergies - PPD (Paraphenylenediamine) being the biggest
problem.   
I met up with Wanda and Madeline Johnson (CEO
of Marketing and PR) at the Bryant Park Holiday Pop
Up in NYC, where Surya Brasil opened their first retail
store.  Over tea, Wanda told us her story. She speaks
with such passion about the product and the company, you can’t help but gravitate towards her and
want to know more!
LAFC: Tell us about when Surya first started as a company.
WM:  When we started, all that was available was this
“high tech” chemical hair color and so many new synthetic ingredients were showing up.  Especially in Brazil,
we have so much nature, people didn’t want to know
about “natural”, they were more interested in trying
the new technology. But after a few years, they started to see the side effects of using chemicals.   Then,
they started turning to this “natural” thing. But for us, it
had been a necessity because my mom is allergic to
hair dyes and I’m allergic to a whole bunch of things,
like a lot of the ingredients in conventional makeup.
That’s how we started, with the henna powders.  We

have 8 shades of 100% natural henna base, but mixed
with other herbs, fruits & nuts from the Amazon forest.   We found that people were asking for more
convenience and more colors, so we developed the
Henna Cream. This ready to apply formula is available in 15 shades, expanding the most popular dark
colors to black, dark brown and chocolate as well as
more shades of reds, blondes and light browns.
We now sell to 40 countries, for example the US, Canada, Spain, England, Ireland, Japan, India, Peru, Ecuador, Uruguay, all over South America and Europe
as well as Australia.

way, but we give back.   That is the core value and
mission of our company.  Our Surya Solidarity program includes educational projects, animal rescue
projects, environmental and zero waste projects, recycling and reusing everything. That is what gives me
satisfaction -- the joy of waking up every day, early in
the morning, saying that I’m going to work today and
I’m going to work on another project and I’m going to
help this group or that group. That’s what makes me
the happiest, all of the social projects that we have
happening in Brazil, the US, Canada and all over the
world.

LAFC: What was your biggest challenge, launching
the company?
WM: Our main challenge was that we didn’t want
to test on animals. Traditionally, the Health Ministry
of Brazil said that if you want a product approved
you have to test it on animals. We thought, if we’re
launching a product that has natural and organic ingredients, it shouldn’t have a side effect or risk. So,
we found laboratories that were new, and would test
for efficacy and safety without using animals.
LAFC: How does a cruelty free brand like Surya test
their products?
WM:  We test on ourselves and we have a group of
volunteers. The labs that we work with also have a
group of volunteers.   It also goes to a lab that tests
for heat, how long it lasts and how long it takes to expire. But we don’t need to test it on bunny rabbits or
mice.  We don’t need to do that!
LAFC: People will volunteer to be tested on?
WM: Yes, because we disclose all of the ingredients
and we want people to learn about it. They know
what they are putting on their body.
We even have doctors that call our office and ask
us for our ingredients because they have a patient
that is allergic or pregnant.  We give them a list of the
ingredients and then they decide if they want to recommend the product or not.
We also have some allergy clinics that have purchased products from us and sell it to their patients.
LAFC: It’s pretty amazing that doctors are calling
you! They are taking your studies and your results,
and are OK with their patients using these natural
products? That is a significant change in the world!
WM:  Yes, it makes me very happy that they believe
more in herbal solutions.  My Grandma was of the
generation that used chemical dyes. Twenty years
ago, before we launched, she had spaces on her
scalp and her hair was so thin.  Now her hair is so thick
because it started to grow back after using our Henna creams.   
LAFC: What do you love most about the company and
your job?
WM: What I love most, is not only that we make products for women and men to look beautiful in a healthy

3 generations of natural health and beauty, Wanda, her Grandmother
Wanda Angelon and Clelia. photo: Wanda’s personal photo

LAFC: This is something that was clearly instilled in you,
by your mother. How was she inspired in that way?
WM: It comes from generations of my family because
we are very close.  My Mom’s side are Italian immigrants. I was lucky enough to have my Great Grandmother live with us. She helped raise me, we were all in
the same household. Animal rescuing, taking care of
animals and planting organic vegetables was taught
to my Grandmother, to my mother and to me.
In fact, our vegan spa in Brazil was inspired by the spa
days we had together. The girls would put on clay
masks and take herbal baths and do everything together.  We would put aloe vera on our hair and scrub
with passion fruit seeds. So all these “secret recipes”
are what my Great Grandma was using at the spa.
Launching our spa was a great project because, first
of all, it’s the only vegan spa in Brazil, to this day.   Now,
I go there and I remember my Grandmother and
Great Grandmother because that’s what we used to
do together.  Now we can share this with everyone!
We now have families coming in to the spa with their
kids.  We have hammocks and a garden. So while
the mother is having the treatments, the kids are running around the garden. The people who work there
are supervising the kids. It’s really like a big, Italian
family!  My Dad is from India and Indian families are
like that, too.
At my house, we never took pills for anything. Itwas always herbs and ginger and all kinds of herbal
medicine like turmeric and cinnamon -- completely
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Ayurvedic teachings.  My Mom has been in love with
India since before she even met my Dad. She was
trained in Ayurveda in India and is also a yoga instructor. Both my parents do yoga. So, this natural way of
doing things, was kind of built into me.
LAFC: What advice would you give to someone who
wanted to improve their skin and hair?

organic cotton gloves and socks and go to sleep.
  
My husband has eczema and he does the same
thing. He covers the oil with medical tape, because
he has it all over. It’s from stress and the weather
when it’s very cold and dry. So instead of using cortisone cream, which is full of chemicals, he prefers to
do that.   

WM: I think, of course it’s important to use the right
products, but the most important thing is to detox
from the inside, out.   You can use natural products
on your face, but if you’re eating the wrong foods, it
really doesn’t help because there is only so much a
product can do for your skin. It has to be a complete
lifestyle. I think that eating habits are very important.
Yoga, meditation, exercising your body and mind are
very important.

I like to apply the Henna Cream every 15 days because if I have even a little bit of grey, I want to color
it. I confess that I sometimes go food shopping with
the cream color in my hair! It just looks wet, it doesn’t
smell, who would know?   And because it’s all natural,
it doesn’t matter how long I leave it in, it won’t hurt
my hair. We have natural products for everything that
we need and we also need to make our lives a little
simpler.

LAFC: What is your beauty routine?

LAFC: So, your signature product is the Henna
Cream?

WM: Well, I wash my hair every single day.  Even if it’s
below zero outside…I am washing my hair.
LAFC: You don’t believe in the “No-Poo” philosophy
that you don’t have to wash your hair?
WM: I don’t. If you are using something that’s aggressive on your hair, of course your hair will become
brittle or dry and break. I use all of my shampoos. My
favorite is the Color Fixation, I love it, that is my daily
use shampoo. But I use the Amazon Preciosa too. I
even use the Sapien Men. But, I wash my hair every
day and I use the Sapien Women’s Shower Gel from
head to toe.
LAFC: You don’t use a separate facial product?
WM: I don’t. And I use the Sapien Women’s Moisturizer. I like to go to the gym every day. If I have to bring
a whole bunch of things with me, my bag is going to
be a suitcase! I don’t need all those products, because our products have so much aloe vera in them,
that it moisturizes, deeply hydrates the skin, the hair,
the whole body. So what I use on my face, I use on
my feet, my whole body. If my skin becomes very dry,
like in the winter, I put our 100% organic Amazon Preciosa Massage Oil on my hands and feet, put on

WM: Yes, it’s our best selling product, our signature product. I think we
found a good solution
for women who have a
million things to do. They
don’t have a lot of time,
they need to cover their
greys and at the same
time treat their hair. So
with the henna cream
you get everything, you
get color, you get conditioning all at the same
time.  We need to be very
practical nowadays with
kids, with work and social
events – everything we
have to do - and I’m very
proud of this product. It’s
also a solution for those
who are allergic to PPD
and so many other ingredients today that are
harmful, like ammonia, peroxide, heavy metals and
some even have lead in them. This is the healthiest
you can get for hair color and it performs well. There
is so much pollution and there are so many bad things
we inhale every day, we need to make these kinds of
healthy choices.
Madeline Johnson, (Surya’s CEO of Marketing and
Public Relations), adds an interesting point:  We have
more references now. Think about the things we did
back in the 40’s and 50’s where we didn’t know the
long term effects, like smoking.  We had no long term
references.  Now, I think the level of trust of the consumer is so low that caution is the name of the game.
I happen to think that’s one of the big reasons why we
are chosen over other hair colors.

Wanda at the Surya Brasil,
Bryant Park Holiday Pop
Up Shop, NYC
photo: Marc Seran
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LAFC: Over the past ten years or so, organic eating
has become more and more mainstream. Is the same
true for natural beauty? And is that a good thing, or
will it dilute the term “natural”?
WM: I think it’s a very good thing. The more that we

An all vegan, innovative formula includes rice Protein, Cupuaçu Butter, Buriti Oil, and 15 Herb and Natural exotic fruit extracts from India and the Amazon forest.

are aware of what we are eating and what we are
putting in and on our bodies, the better it is. I think
that even if more people come out with truly natural, organic products, it’s better.  We want everyone
to be making organic and healthy products, right? I
think we need to go to that place.
LAFC: We do. But what happens, at times, is that people latch on to this term “natural” and it not really natural…
WM: Yes, I think that what we have to do, is what I
see a lot of consumers doing already which is read
labels!  You should research online, research with your
doctor, research with everyone, before you purchase
a product.  We see that happening a lot in the stores
that we sell to in Whole Foods, Sprouts and Vitamin
Cottage. The consumer is aware, so he reads, he
calls us, he asks other people that he trusts, he goes
online and sees these are ingredients that he can
trust, before he decides whether or not to use it. I’ve
had so many conversations with people at the stores
where we sell. I ask, “Why are you buying this product
and not that product?” and they tell me about their
allergies or their restrictions and their concerns. I think
it’s great that more & more consumers are becoming
more and more aware. They are not just buying because the package looks pretty or they saw a beautiful model advertising it. I think we need to know what
we are putting in our bodies.
MJ: You have to consider different mindsets. There
are those that are new to wanting to use something
more natural and will probably just be satisfied with
that. There are those that are more stringent and will
look for labels like the “eco-cert” label. There are
those that are really chemically sensitive and will look
for that. The different mindsets for different customers are really important to know. Then the interesting
ingredients we have from Brazil and India are very exotic and add a whole different flavor to it.
LAFC: Do you find customers are looking more for
products that are natural, or for products that are effective? Is the natural/organic/non-toxic factor a selling point or a bonus?

WM: I think consumers want to go natural and organic,
but performance is very important for them. So if you
have a natural color that does not cover your greys,
or color your hair, it will not sell.   You have to have the
combination of performance and natural quality.  We
want to look pretty.  We want to look good. We want
to use a natural product, but it’s a beauty product,
right?   Why are we going to the organic and natural? Because we want to look good and when we
are healthy we look better. When we are not healthy
- when we’re sick - we don’t look so good. High performance and healthy are 2 key phrases that people
look for.
LAFC: What beauty trends are you most excited about
this spring?
WM: One that really excited me was the Pantone
choice of color this season, “Marsala”. I just love the
color!
MJ: And it’s the color of our packaging! The Wall Street
Journal says it’s earthy and sophisticated. We’re going to see that everywhere, like in clothing and nail
polishes.  We like the new tech stuff like the Fit Bit, but
now there’s one that will tell you how much sun you’ve
gotten and how much Vitamin D you got.
Another trend is buriti, which is the new “argan oil”
everyone is talking about. We’ve been using buriti
forever! It’s going to be in a lot of the shampoos on
the market, because of the UVA/UVB protection and
it’s very abundant.   Thankfully, we own our own farm
that has been producing it for years!
LAFC: What do you have planned for the future at
Surya?
WM: We have so many exciting things! New products
to be launched, new projects with environmental and
zero waste we are going to expand, new awards we
want to participate in.
MJ: We recently won an award from Natural Solutions, the “Beauty with a Conscience Award” for the
Sapien Women’s collection.  We also won the “Suswww.lafcnyc.com page 15

tainability Award” from Organic Monitor, for our pioneering in sustainability and also for our green packaging.  We’ve got plenty more, but these are in the
past month.  We are up for the Cosmetic Executive
Women’s “Eco Award”.
LAFC: Is there anything else you want us to know
about Surya?
MJ: Clelia believes that when you put good things in
your body, you create good things.  When you put
bad things in your body, you create bad things. So
it’s a whole quantum physics thing.
WM: When we started giving all of our employees
vegan breakfast, lunch and snacks and a completely
different lifestyle including yoga classes, we found
that dentist appointments were being cancelled because there are no issues with their teeth. Doctors
appointments have decreased a lot, sick days have
decreased.   We see real results and everyone is working so much happier and healthier with so much more
energy. All of this energy goes to the product!

Color Fixation products:
I tried the shampoo, conditioner and leave in conditioner. My hair feels
great!

We don’t want people just going there and mechanically working on something, we want people to love
what they do and they understand what product is
being made for which purpose.  Giving back is something we try to ask all of our employees to participate
in and most of them do participate on a regular basis.
We have a musical band with foster children that we
help.  We created the “Surya Band” where we teach
them instruments - the piano, the drums, the flute, the
guitar.  We have talents in our factory who play instruments so they come and tutor the kids. Surya provides as much education as they can, because my
Mom believes that the more education you have, the
better choices you will make.
Then they go to the animal rescue ranch to see a
family of pigs that were saved. There are horses and
pigs and chickens, all rescued by Surya Brasil.  People
in Brazil know we are involved and call us when they
see animals on the road.  Literally, our employees are
picking up the phone and going out there to get the
animals. It’s all part of the day-to-day existence of the
company.
And so, upon finishing our tea during that chilly, holiday season afternoon in Bryant Park, I came to see
Surya Brasil as a perfect balance of business, commitment to environmental conservation, animal protection and social responsibility. Their all vegan and
cruelty free products as well their team are truly beautiful, from the inside out!
They told me more great stories about the spa, how
the products are made and Surya Solidarity.
I will blog on the LAFC website about them in the coming weeks.
Find Surya Brasil at www.suryabrasilproducts.com
Watch this video on Surya’s philosophy.
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Sapien Men:
Surya Brasil’s first men’s cosmetic collection and the first men’s line in Brazil
with Ecocert organic certification.
I’d want my guy to use this...just sayin’
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Monisha Raja of love is mighty
An Adventure of a Lifetime!

Monisha Raja and her inspiration board

Interview by Adrienne Borgersen
Photos: Marc Seran

LAFC: I think New York City is the center of the universe! Is there anywhere else you would like to live?

Monisha Raja is a beautiful, artistic, worldy woman,
with a heart and spirit that infinitely overwhelms her
petite stature. Her life is guided by an acute awareness of how what she does affects everything around
her. This most interesting story is about how something
as simple as a shoe, can be a powerful contribution
to the betterment of us all.

MR: I love it here. I love New York...as long as I can get
out of here sometimes. I feel like New York is also the
center, for me. If I could think of any other city that I
would really love to live in, it would be Rome. I love
the architecture, the language and just the history.

Monisha grew up as an “army brat” in India. Born in
Calcutta, she became a bit of a nomad because
they moved almost every year, to wherever her Father
was posted. She became exposed to the many diverse cultures in the country, including the exquisitely
embroidered and beaded pieces in the markets. This
was hand work, prior to India’s major industrialization,
that supported nomadic living. In the past 25 years,
since she has moved to the US, she has seen these
artisans disappear from the markets and replaced by
imported, homogenized versions and plastic look-alikes. These experiences have inspired her to listen to
her instincts and follow an often challenging personal,
as well as physical path towards what she can only
describe as “a calling”.
LAFC: When did you first come to the US and how did
you come to live in New York City?
MR: I came to New York City in 1990, when I was accepted to Parsons School of Design for Fashion, where
I got my BFA.

LAFC: You are an avid painter. What inspires your
art?
MR: I paint from my dreams. I am very visual and I
dream in color. There are all these images that come
through. I don’t question it. In the middle of doing a
ton of stuff, it’s such a release for me to do this painting. I studied for 4 years, from 2008 - 2012 with Tibetan
Thangka master, Pema Rinzin, who use to be the artist in residence at the Rubin Museum. Thangka painting is the traditional Tibetan painting of The Buddha,
done on a scroll. That was really grounding for me. It
helped me get clear on how to move forward with
Love is Mighty and have that discipline.
LAFC: I’m very taken with this beautiful painting over
your couch. Please tell us about it.
MR: This was inspired through images that came to me
through a dream or meditation. They were all geometrical and I did a whole series around this. I found
out that they are “yantras”, these spiritual diagrams
that are associated with gods and goddesses. This
one, while I took some creative liberty, is The Godwww.lafcnyc.com page 21

dess. It has the goddess mantra in Sanskrit around it in
gold, which is about love and abundance. I guess my
idea for all these paintings was more for meditation,
so you’re focusing on that center point - the bindu and letting the painting affect you.

not, how do you reconcile your ethics with this work?

Watercolor on Egyptian papyrus.

LAFC: Tell us the story of how Love is Mighty was born
and how it has evolved so far.

A lot of my work looks antiqued. It’s how it translates
on the papyrus and the brown paper adds a little
depth to it.
LAFC: What inspired you to design shoes?
MR: I’m not a big shoe fan. I was never crazy about
shoes. I’m a clothing designer. I worked for many
companies like Donna Karan, DKNY, Ralph Lauren,
The Gap and J Crew.   A friend of mine who worked
at Tory Burch said they needed help, but I told them, I
didn’t know anything about shoes.   They said that you
don’t need to, if you design one thing you can design
anything...which is true. So I went in and started designing shoes. My first thought was that the canvas is
so much smaller! Before, I was draping on a mannequin and now there is this tiny, little form and I can do

a ton of things with it! It became really fun and for the
last 8 years, I’ve just been focusing on shoes.
LAFC: You have often been hired as a freelance designer by other shoe companies that are not vegan. Do you design for them using vegan materials? If
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MR: I don’t necessarily design vegan products. There
are shoes that I’m designing that have vegan components to it.  A lot of the companies I work with do use
leather. But how I come to terms with that is, if they
were not going to hire me, they would hire someone
else. I feel like change happens slowly and from within.    They are also very inspired by the work that I’m
doing. These companies support me. Love is Mighty
is fully funded through all my work with Tory Burch
and Vince Camuto.  You know, it’s not that easy to
have an idea and be able to produce it, but to me,
they are like angels. They probably don’t even know
that they are supporting about 30 indigenous, tribal
artisans in India. So, I don’t have a moral issue with
that. I feel like I can further Love is Mighty by working
with these companies, by doing what I’m really good
at, which is designing shoes, being of service to them
and in turn, they are in service to Love is Mighty. I feel
very grateful to all these companies I work with because I’ve learned so much about shoes, about the
whole process and having the means to manifest the
vision.

MR: Over the past twenty five years, when I go back
to India, I have seen the indigenous tribes and the
many artisans, disappearing from the markets. So all
these arts and crafts are vanishing right before our
very eyes.  About four and a half years ago I took a
trip to India and explored, off the beaten path. I came
across artisan groups in tribal communities and I realized I had stumbled onto a gold mine! The work was
incredible, it was like nothing I’d seen. I learned that
they have a very precarious lifestyle and future. The
cities are encroaching into their land and they are
getting assimilated into the cities, doing construction
work because there is no more demand for this hand
work and beading. They are losing - we are losing this very rich culture and tradition.
As India is growing into this economic super-power,
indigenous tribes and people are completely marginalized and being wiped out.  Which, has also happened in this country with the Native American population. There are, I think, 2.7 million Native Americans
now, living on federally recognized tribal land. But
they are ravaged by alcoholism, unemployment
and all of the social unrest that comes with that kind
of life.  Now this is happening in India and I feel like
there is a complete disconnect from moving so fast
into the future and forgetting where we’re coming
from. These indigenous tribes and people have a lot
to offer us as far as teaching us about the interdependence of life -- that we cannot have a prosperous
future by ignoring and cutting off the past.
This was very painful and heartbreaking to me when
I saw that.   I saw how beautifully they lived, not just
the handwork, but the communities they build and
the life that they live and they are so happy. I feel we
are kind of kindred spirits, because I always felt like a
nomad. I started thinking about how I could bring my
skills as a fashion designer and work with them.    So
there is a collaboration between the two of us to create a product that is beautiful and also relevant in the

international fashion market.  And so my vision began
evolving.

So, after being in India for 3 months, I was back for a
month and I packed my bags and went right back.   I
created a few samples, working with the artisans. I
also found a completely vegan factory because a lot
of glues that are being used in shoe making have gelatin and animal products in them. I made samples
and brought them back to the US.
Then, I had a few fortunate moments! Amanda
Hearst, (Associate Market Editor at Marie Claire), saw
some of the shoes, requested some for herself and
they were featured in Marie Claire. She wore them
on her trip to Marrakesh.   
I had a fashion show in 2013 with the first vegan brand
to show at Fashion Week, Vaute Couture. I wrote to
Leanne, (Leanne Mai-ly Hilgart, owner of Vaute Couture), and said, “I have shoes for you” and she said,
“Yes, let’s do it!”
Then, I got the PETA award for the shoes, which was re-

I came back from that trip and I was working at Tory
Burch. I was talking to my friend about it and he said,
“What are you doing here?  You need to go back
and start your own line!” I’ll admit, I was absolutely
terrified, but the calling was so strong for me, that I
knew that if I didn’t do it now, I’d never do it. I feel
like I woke up. I was so angry about the world I was
living in. I was waiting for the government to change,
for the politicians to do something, waiting for someone else to do something, while I was picketing.  And
then I just woke up and said I have to take 100% responsibility for what’s going on in my world.   All the
war, the famine, disease, poverty...all of that, I am responsible for. Just because it’s not right in my face
doesn’t mean I’m not responsible for it. It was just a
big wake up moment for me when I said, “What is it
that I am going to do?” It’s what we all can do, in
whatever it is our fields are, whether it’s fashion or accounting or food.  We all can do our part.   If I want
to see a change in the world, I’ve got to change my
world.   Every choice and every action that we take,
makes a difference for the whole.

ally exciting! I have to admit, I didn’t notice that email
at first, I deleted it and then somehow went back to it
and it said, “You have won an award”.   It was a week
after they sent the email, so I thought I’d better write
back to them and thank them! It was the first US Fashion Award!   So I went to LA for that event with PETA
and now I’m really excited for Love is Mighty to be in
LA, it’s a huge market. I’m waiting for everything to
be in place to make that happen.
I’ve been very fortunate that I’ve been very welcomed by mainstream fashion and I feel like that’s
what Love is Mighty is about. I’m pushing for it to be
a high end fashion product. It happens to be vegan,
it happens to be fair trade, it happens to be made
from ethically sourced materials and environmentally
sound fabrics. But, it’s a fashion product first and foremost.
So now, I’m ready to take on more people in the company. Trish Neve is coming on board as my business
manager who is incredible and amazing and I’m very
excited.   
LAFC: What has been your biggest challenge?
MR:  When I came back from India, and my friend
said I had to go back to make shoes, that’s when it
all started falling into place. But, nothing was laid out
clearly, the path was not clear, I just did what came
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next and it felt like leaping off a cliff and trusting that
the way will be shown.   Every time I get discouraged
or I question it, something happens - like getting the
PETA award - that tells me I have to keep going. I think
it was the 2nd year I was doing this, I was in India, having a hard time working with the factory in 115 degree
weather in the desert. I was just sitting there, waiting
for a jeep to come pick me up and take me further
into the desert to work with the artisans. I thought,
“Why am I doing this? This is crazy. I’m crazy.” I was
having doubts, this is too hard. Then a cow came up
from behind me and started licking me! So I have
these moments...it was a good reality check for why
I’m doing it. I’m doing it for her.   I have to constantly
remind myself why I’m doing what I’m doing.

lected. If they were farmed, then it would not be very
different from factory farming.  Maybe not like meat,
but like wool and then how does that affect the environment?  Maybe not in the immediate future, but
overall, looking ahead. So, because I was unclear
about it, I stopped and don’t make those anymore.
LAFC: What criteria do you use when designing
shoes?
MR: First and foremost, design is key. I want to offer
the world a beautifully designed shoe that is fashionforward without compromising my values on animal
and human rights. I then research materials that are
environmentally sound and ethically sourced. Once I
am ready to collaborate with the artisans, the designs
will then morph into something I did not plan, usually
more beautiful than what I had in mind. It is a very
fluid process and I’m learning to let go of outcomes
and enjoy the journey.
LAFC: Of all the things you’ve designed, what is your
favorite?
MR: This is a tough question as I feel close to all of them.
Each one has a story. The Heera, pumps made in collaboration with the Maheswari weavers from recycled
biscuit wrappers, are really special to me because it
represents what Love is Mighty stands for - Modern innovation with ancient mastery.

LAFC: So, the materials are all sourced in India and
are the shoes also manufactured there?

I am also very proud of Shahana, my new spring sandal. This was made in collaboration with 5 members of

MR:  Yes, the materials are all sourced in India excepted the Koel ballet flat which has copper embroidery
and the material is organic Belgian canvas. It’s so
beautiful, I couldn’t find anything else like it, so I just
splurged on it. I also use organic cotton from India
which is vegetable dyed with indigo, turmeric and
marigold to bring out the color.  Everything is 100%
handmade in India and everything is vegan.
LAFC: You had created some beautiful neck pieces
that are made from what is called “ahimsa” silk, presumably because it’s “cruelty free”. Tell us a little bit
about that process.
MR: That’s something that interested me. “Ahimsa”
is a word in Sanskrit that means “not harming any
living being”. I came across some of the silks and
they were beautiful, so I started experimenting a little bit.  Cruelty free silk is still a little bit of a grey area
in the vegan world.   Usually during conventional silk
making process, the cocoons are dunked into boiling water which kills them and they pull off the skeins
of silk.  With cruelty free silk, the cocoons are already
broken open and the butterfly flies out. That silk is a lot
more nubby, it doesn’t have as much of a shine, but
it has a really beautiful texture. I made a few of these
collars and necklaces in my 2nd season in the fall of
2011, working with the tribal artisans.
But, it’s a questionable area just because we don’t
know how it’s going to affect the environment, the
ecology, the biodiversity. It was not clear to me if the
larvae were farmed or just out in the wild and colwww.lafcnyc.com page 24

the Marwada tribe, who are the only surviving artisans
that engage in this particular handwork. I spent a day
in the desert, in the middle of a sandstorm, working
with them on this design.
LAFC: Do you read fashion or design magazines?
MR: I guess being in fashion, I do come across them, but
I don’t go so deep into them. I don’t have time, honestly, but I do flip through Bazaar, Elle and Vogue.
LAFC: Do you talk about your work with other designers? Do other designers influence you?
MR:  Absolutely! It’s really important for me to connect
with other designers to keep my creative energy flowing. I am a huge fan of Sigerson Morrison and I have
the honor of working with them. They are brilliant de-

signers and wonderful people. They are on the board
of advisers for Love is Mighty. I am blessed. My colleagues at Tory Burch and Vince Camuto inspire me. I
admire Stella McCartney for elevating vegan fashion
to such sophistication. Dries Van Noten and Issey Miyake have been hugely influential in my work as well.
LAFC: Where do you work on your projects?
MR: Not in any one place. I feel like there is always
a project brewing in my mind and in my heart and
it’s always on the road when I travel. I sketch on the
long flights to India or on a 14 hour train ride into the
desert.  When I meet the artisans and look at all the
colors and patterns against a very barren landscape
and they look so rich, that’s when I can really design
and work with them because it’s constantly changing
as we collaborate together. That’s my canvas.
LAFC: How would you define “image” and what does
it mean for you?
MR: I would define “image” as a visual communication, presenting to the world who I am. I think we all
are image makers, we are all presenting images to
the world. The image I’d like to present to the world
is, “Humanitarian”
LAFC: Describe your personal style.
MR: I hop between multiple cultures so my sense of
style is quite eclectic. I wear whatever strikes my fancy
and don’t worry too much about it. Wearing my vintage tribal accessories with a Helmut Lang shift makes
it look really modern and fun. I call it “Tribal Chic”.
LAFC: Do you have a go-to outfit?
MR: My vegan motorbike jacket and biker boots. I pair
them up with my favorite jeans and t-shirt or a cocktail
dress.
LAFC: Where do you shop?
MR: Nowhere in particular. I frequent vintage stores,
boutiques and local markets. I love flea markets, especially one in particular in India, on the beach and
Morocco. I had this gorgeous gold braided belt made
for me on the street in Fes and it looks stunning with a
Margiela dress that I have.
LAFC: What advice would you give someone looking
to find or improve their own style?
MR: Style is so personal, so be yourself and wear whatever makes you feel special. If you feel attractive, then
you are. Don’t let anyone tell you what to wear.
LAFC: What inspired you to become vegan? What
does being vegan mean to you?

start cutting off all of the other animal products. That
was about 17 years ago.
Today, being vegan means living a compassionate
life and knowing I can have enough and I can look
good and feel good without having to exploit animals.
LAFC: Thank you so much for your time, Monisha. I’m
excited about learning what you find during the latest sojourn to your homeland.   Is there anything else
you’d like to share?
MR:   I feel that the vegan lifestyle is the trajectory that
fashion is moving towards. It’s such a great opportunity. The fashion industry is often a culprit for all of the
things that go wrong with the environment. But the
beauty is, that it can be the solution as well, because
there are such big companies working across the
globe, that we can clean it up. I feel like it’s already
happening. The Kering Group, the luxury conglomerate that owns Stella McCartney, Gucci and Balenciaga, have already talked about sustainability and
making that a priority moving forward as they build
business practices. That’s huge and I feel like fashion
is waking up.    
People are embarrassed about things like the factory
collapse in Bangladesh in 2012.  No one wants to be
responsible for something like that happening again,
it’s just not cool. It’s so much cooler and so much
more fashionable now to be sustainable, aware and
eco friendly.  Also, the consumer today is not going
to put up with anything less. Before, consumers would
just consume. Now they are more active, they are collaborating. They are pivotal in directing a company
and know where they are putting their money. They
are much more conscious about who they are giving
their money to and questioning corporate responsibility. I think we’re living in a great time and I’m excited
about it because I feel like change is happening right
before our eyes!
At the time of this printing, Monisha should be just returning from her latest trip to India. She told us, there
are 645 active indigenous tribes, so she only has 640
to go! I wonder which inspired her on this trip and
what creative fires are burning within her right now?
In the meantime, Monisha has offered our lucky readers (that’s you!) a 20% discount on any orders on the
Love is Mighty website!! Go to: www.loveismighty.
com and use discount code: LAFC2015
I know I’m going to get in on that!!   
Check our website and blog at www.lafcnyc.com for
more tidbits from this interview and discover what’s
coming up for Love is Mighty in our next issue!

MR: My parents had a poultry farm at one point, so
I was exposed to that. They had about twenty thousand chickens, so I really saw the horrors of factory
farming, when I was young.  When I came to this
country, I became vegetarian, I cut off meat completely, because of the love of animals. I started benefiting health wise, I felt so much better not eating
meat. Then slowly it just seemed more natural to just
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hightech 3D printing

New Alternatives in Fashion & Beyond...

By Sarah Eastin
photo: Shapeways.com* Click here for video

3D printing is a fairly new technology with endless produced on a larger scale. The products that can
potential. It is interesting for those in the animal rights be made include but are not limited to; jewelry, other
and vegan community because the application of accessories, clothing, shoes, hats and bags.
printing these materials could eliminate exploitation
and suffering for millions of animals used for clothing,
food products and animal testing. It’s something I am
incredibly interested and in to which I have decided
to dedicate myself -- innovative technologies that not
only help animals but also limit our environmental impact and can be more socially responsible.
At this point 3D printing for the fashion industry is not incredibly functional, many of the products are mostly
runway ready, created for their beauty and artistic
appeal. But, while this technology is very much in its
infancy, the possibilities are really endless as far as
what can be made with these machines. Just a few
of these products include alternatives to fur, leather,
and feathers. As the technology develops, it is hoped
photo: Shapeways.com
that products that are more compassionate can be
Additionally, this technology can potentially serve as
a more accurate testing method for products, as they
can produce tissues that more closely mimic human
bodies. By providing better results they could make
animal testing obsolete. The potential to improve human lives and the environment is nearly limitless!
Read here about the history of 3D printing: http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/3D_printing

photo: Shapeways.com
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To get a better understanding of 3D printing I sat down
to talk with my friend Brian Von Gietzen with Polygonz
3D, in Denver. Brian is a tech whiz that owns a 3D printer and has been helping clients with their 3D printing
needs in several capacities. He helps us understand a
bit more about 3D printing and its potential:

BVG: It all starts in the mind of the 3D designer and
whomever the designer is collaborating with, (fashion
designer, product designer, etc.). Visualization and
drawing skills are helpful at this stage. Next, the 3D designer takes the resulting sketches, specifications and
functionality requirements, and begins to model the
prototype in a 3D modeling package, such as AutoCad Inventor, Cinema 4D, etc. Once an acceptable
looking version of the object is approved by the group
working on the project, one or several 3D prints of the
object are created to test the functionality, durability,
or other aspects of the physical object. At this stage a
discussion takes place with regards to production of
the finished product. Depending on the nature of
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SE: Where do the raw materials come from?
BVG: The list of types of filaments, (the spools of material that 3D printers use), are large and growing daily.
They include PLA, (a recyclable polymer made from
corn), ABS plastic, (which has a low toxicity, and is
recycled and recyclable), and other filaments that
are a mix of these. There are also target materials
such as ceramics and metals, where the polymers
are used as a delivery method. In addition, there are
some amounts of post-processing of the object that is
used to achieve a higher concentration of the target
material. An example of this would be the ceramics’
blended filaments, which after printing the object, require insertion into a small kiln, in which the polymer
is cooked away and only the ceramic remains with
some reduction in size to the original object.
photo: Shapeways.com
the project, (commercial product, unique art piece),
the next step might be to create a secondary design
to assist the production process. For example, if the
desired final product is to be mass produced, there
are several small unit run, (100,000 or less), injection
molding machines that are designed to accept dies
made out of the ABS plastic used by 3D printing in
order to produce a low cost, 3D printed set of designs
that can be changed and reproduced to make the
product better with a very low time and cost overhead.
SE: In your opinion how can 3D printing lead to cruelty
free and more compassionate products?
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SE: Can you give us a brief description of the process
from beginning to end?

BVG: The structures that can be created with 3D printing can be incredibly intricate, and can mimic those
found in nature. For this reason it’s possible to create products that have the physical characteristics
of fabrics, animal skins, and other natural resources,
without harvesting these finite resources, thereby reducing the environmental impact of producing these
products. Additionally, because 3D printing enables
local manufacturing, it reduces and in some cases
eliminates the need for sweatshops, overseas shipping, and trucking products across land. This greatly
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reduces the carbon footprint of the product, as well
as the overall cost of production.
SE: What are examples of products in the fashion and
beauty industry are currently being made?
BVG: The US Dept. of Defense , working with the Wake
Forest Institute, are spending $24 million to develop
miniature organ structures to eliminate the need for
cell and animal testing.  More info about mini organs
can be found here.  Also, replacement organs and
tissues formally made of animals, such as sheep or pig
can now be made of 3D printed scaffold structures
that are then painted with the patient’s stem cells
to create a less easily rejected body part. In fashion,
companies such as Modern Meadow are producing
3D printed leather that can be as thick as the sole of
a shoe or as thin as silk.
SE: What are some things you would like readers to
know about the technology?
BVG: The main thing that makes 3D printing so powerful and transformative to so many industries is that
the process allows designers to not only reproduce
existing objects, but create objects that cannot be
produced in any other way due to the complexity of
shapes possible with this technology.
SE: What are some of the drawbacks?
BVG: The main drawback right now is that the process
is slow. New machines and techniques are being developed all the time to address this, but until it is overcome, the widespread usefulness of the technology is
being held back a bit
.
SE: How can people like readers of LA Fashionista
Compassionista support and encourage 3D printing?
BVG: Research and support, (by buying their products), the growing list of companies that make it their
mission to use this technology in an environmentally
conscious and compassionate way. Check resources
like rebellionlab.com or fashion designers like Iris Van
Herpen, (irisvanherpen.com), who are using their notoriety to build awareness of this technology and its
possibilities.
I hope you’ll join me in supporting 3D printing as it offers a much more compassionate choice, plus we
may see many great new products that are attractive to all Fashionistas! Stay tuned for fun, new developments in this industry!

Dita Von Teese Dress
Via Shapeways: “A popular project we worked on, shows how
high fashion 3D printing can be. This dress was printed in multiple
parts and was designed to Dita’s exact measurements.”
photo: Shapeways.com
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Sarah Eastin, VLCE, is an Environmental Health Specialist, Sustainability Innovator, a
soon-to-be Vegan Chef and
animal lover. She uses her
knowledge of the physical
world to help people make
the connection between
a healthy mind and body,
compassionate lifestyle and
healthy planet. She currently
resides in Denver, Colorado
with a house full of dog and
cat hair, lots of love, delicious
food and some of the cutest
rescued animals you will ever
meet. She has a blog where
she writes about all things
good for the planet, people
and animals: http://healgrowblossom.com/
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Beauty on a Budget

By Christine Day, VLCE
photos: Christine Day

Living a vegan way of life doesn’t happen overnight. The decision itself to ditch animal products
may be simple but creating a true cruelty-free
lifestyle every day can take some effort.

If you’re in the New York City area, you’ll be happy to know the complete lines of both e.l.f and
NYX are carried at many Ricky’s NYC storefront
locations and online at www.rickysnyc.com.

One area that may create confusion surrounds When it’s time to replace your makeup brushes,
making decisions on which cruelty-free beauty keep in mind that many are made with animal
products to purchase. Vegan beauty products hair and would not be suitable for your crueltyare items which don’t contain animal products free makeup kit. EcoTools brushes have synthetic
and were not tested on animals.
PETA has a search feature as well as a 15-page
list of approved health and beauty products
but many of the manufacturers on the list offer
high end products that would break many budgets. How do you navigate the sea of choices to
find the best products at the best prices?
In my search for favorite vegan beauty products
I have been pleasantly surprised to find several
that not only meet the vegan criteria but are also
wonderful cosmetics priced to fit any budget!
One product line to explore is e.l.f., which stands
for Eyes Lips Face and not only are their products
easily accessible, they’re among the least expensive of any on the market. Target has a large
selection and I’ve even been able to score some
favorites at my local Dollar Tree!
NYX is another brand easily found in stores and
once you determine the products that work best
for you, ordering online makes it super easy. Their
concealer is one of the best I’ve tried and is a
bargain for under $10.  Also affordably priced at
$10 is NYX blush which comes in colors to suit anyone’s hue.  At those prices, it will suit your budget
as well.
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bristles and bamboo handles but are still priced
affordably starting at $2.99.
Trader Joe’s is the budget-minded shopper’s paradise and those low prices we love, extend to
their cruelty-free beauty products as well. I particularly like the Refresh Citrus Body Wash which
has a light fresh scent and is value priced at $2.50
for a 16-ounce bottle. Their Nourish Antioxidant
Facial Serum is only $10 and has become part of
my daily beauty routine.  All Trader Joe’s beautyproducts are animal-friendly.

those products (and sharing your decision why
with the company) encourages manufacturers
to ditch the testing.
Look for the leaping bunny logo on the back of
the product to ensure it’s not been tested on animals. Or, download the Bunny Free app for Android or iPhone from the PETA website to help you
make decisions when you’re on the go. Keep in
mind, use of the logo, (and logos like it), is not
without cost to companies and many choose
to not use the logo but are still cruelty free.  Your
best bet is to carefully check ingredients or look
for “not tested on animals” on the label.
While making these important changes it’s important to, to paraphrase Voltaire, “not let perfect
be the enemy of good.” If the best you can do
at this moment is pledge to only purchase cruelty-free products in the future, that is a huge step
forward for you and for the animals.
BIO:
Christine Day is a Vegan Lifestyle Coach and Educator (VLCE) living in Vestal, New York with her
vegan husband, teenage daughter, a retired
racing greyhound and two cats. She is world
traveler as well as a freelance writer and owner
of A New Day Vegan Lifestyle Coaching. Check
out her website at www.anewdayvegan.com

Paul Mitchell has publicly committed to providing
cruelty-free products and is focused on protecting the environment as well.  Paul Mitchell products aren’t especially inexpensive but if you’re
looking to splurge on yourself, they’re an excellent choice.
Certain companies carry some cruelty-free products in their line along with their regular products.  For instance, Aveda has some products
containing beeswax or honey so check their
website for a list of which products to avoid. In
addition, Aveda is owned by Estee Lauder and
while most Aveda products are vegan, not all
of Estee Lauder’s products are. In many cases,
manufacturers export to China which requires all
its products be tested on animals.  Aveda claims
it does not export to China and does not test on
animals except when required by law which can
be confusing to consumers. It’s your own ethical
decision where you draw the line. Some people
will not support a company that still tests any of its
products on animals and others believe buying
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Comfortably Find Your Chic...
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Spring Dressing!

the Long and short of it....
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Spring is almost here, and we’re jumping for joy!!!
It’s brutally cold here on the East Coast and we are more than ready
to warm up a bit to some of our favorite spring trends! We called on
NYC designers Nina Valenti from Nature vs. Future and Sohung Tong of
Sohung Designs, for their take on dresses for Spring 2015. We were very
excited to see all shapes and hem lengths, and shaken up a bit, (in a
good way!), with their original flair. The asymmetrical lines and modern
draping give you tons of options for experimenting and adding to your
own style. Take it to the streets, to work, a night out and through the
weekend.
A neutral palette is back, making statements with nature inspired graphics and geometric patterns. Inject a bit of fun with a colorful accessory!
Or go all out with some color blocking! But don’t forget, there is nothing
“plain old” about black and white – it’s easy to put together, super chic
and en trend right now.
The Fashion Editoral Team:
Hair stylists: Anthony Lee

and Javier Leonardo

Makeup: Eve Love
Photography and Video*:

Steven Vandervelden and
Sam Derosa-Farag

Models: Madisan Amelia,
Charleen Fatima, Alexis Hall,
Gillian Buono
Intern: Donnita Shaw
*Want to see a behind-thescenes look at the make-up
for the shoot? Click here!

photo: Sam Derosa-Farag
Top, left to right- Anthony Lee, Madisan Amelia, Charleen Fatima, Eve Love, Steven Vandervelden
Bottom, left to right- Javier Leonardo, Lois Eastlund, Donnita Shaw
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Accessorize with color
Brighten basic colors with Red.....

On Madisan:
Top, skirt- AvaLove
boots- Strawberry Stores
Red Jacket- Joyce Leslie
On Charleen:
Dress- AvaLove
Red Clutch- Vintage
Sandals- Wanted
Bracelets- Vintage
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or go green
with vintage bags

On Madisan:
Dress- Lois Eastlund
boots- Strawberry Stores
Bag- Vintage
Cuff- Vintage
Necklace- Vintage
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On Charleen:
Dress- Lois Eastlund
Bag- Vintage
Sandals- Wanted
Bracelets- Forever 21
Earrings- Forever 21
Belt- Vintage
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choose Asymetrical
short...

...or long

On Madisan:
Dress- Nature Vs. Future
Shoes- Charles Albert
Necklace- Lois Eastlund
for Attitude by Jeanne
Ring- Lois Eastlund
Bracelets- Forever 21

On Alexis:
Dress- Nature Vs. Future
Shoes- Extreme by Eddie
Marc
Purple Bag- Vintage
Bracelets- Forever 21
Earrings- Lois Eastlund
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On Charleen:
Dress- Nature Vs. Future
Shoes- Rouge Helium
Ring- Lois Eastlund
Bracelets- Forever 21
Earrings- Forever 21
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curves are in

pick a style..............long

On Alexis:
Dress- Lois Eastlund
Shoes- Rouge Helium
Cuff- Vintage
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On Alexis:
Cape top- Nature Vs. Future
Skirt- Lois Eastlund
Shoes- Wanted
Earrings- Lois Eastlund
Bracelets- Forever 21

cape

color block
On Madisan:
Dress- Lois Eastlund
Shoes- Extreme by Eddie Marc
Necklace- Lois Eastlund for Attitude by
Jeanne
Ring- Lois Eastlund
Cuff- Lois Eastlund
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make a graphic...
statement

On Charleen:
Dress- Lois Eastlund
Shoes- Wanted
Bag- Vintage
Earrings- Forever 21
Bracelets- Vintage
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On Gillian:
Jacket- Sohung Designs
Shoes- Qupid
Bag- Eenamaria
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april showers...
On Gillian:
White Raincoat- Nature Vs. Future
Studded Rain Boots- Henry Ferrera
Hat- Forever 21
Bag- Fashion Express
Belt- Vintage

On Alexis:
Black Trench- Nature Vs. Future
Rain Boots- Capelli New York
Hat- Vintage
Bag- Vintage
Belt- Vintage
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...bring may flowers
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On Charleen:
Black Bubble dress & coat- Sohung
Designs
Shoes- Rouge Helium
Earrings- Forever 21

On Madisan:
Dress- Sohung Designs
Shoes- Qupid
Earrings- Forever 21
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The.
last.
page.
Our recap of the LA Fashionista Compassionista Launch Party!
written by Adrienne Borgersen

Through the overwhelming generosity and collaborative efforts of over 60 sponsors and
volunteers, the LAFC Launch Party, held at Punto Space on February 19 in NYC, was a
great success! What a way for us to close out NY Fashion Week 2015!!
Over 150 guests braved a brutal, 5 degree winter’s night and packed into 3 levels of the purple and red lit venue, with music pumping by
DJ Chris Landry. Everyone enjoyed plenty of
delicious, gourmet, artisan, and all vegan food,
drinks and cocktails.
A highlight of the evening, my Co-Editor Lois Eastlund created an amazing
fashion presentation, featuring pieces from some of our favorite vegan designers. We also think it’s equally as important for people to know how to
make conscious and compassionate choices, no matter what is apparent
and available to them. Therefore, we also featured other designer collections
that aren’t necessarily all vegan, but do use animal friendly materials like cotton, linen and synthetics. It was quite a hit!
Another important highlight was our charity raffle to raise funds for Tuff Tails
Animal Rescue! Thanks to the contributions of our sponsors and the donations of our fabulous guests, we raised over $900! Sandy Unger, from Tuff Tails
says, “Thank you!!!! 100% of the money goes directly to the animals, whether
for medical, food, training, toys, beds - anything to make them comfortable.”
Thank YOU Sandy, you and your team ROCK! That’s why we do what we do, after all. It’s all for the animals and we are
thrilled that we could help!
I’m not sure I have the right words to express the love we felt from the vegan community, the open minds and hearts of
the veg curious, not to mention the fashion fans! We are humbled and grateful.
We saw old friends, made new friends, made a few mistakes, (nobody’s perfect), and learned a heck of a lot about the
enormous effort it takes to put together an event of this magnitude. Wine and snacks at my apartment, this was not! Big
props to people who do that for a living! Which brings us to the many, many, many thanks due to our very talented and
great friend Beth Lockwood from Green Scene NYC, for her event planning expertise. Beth, we couldn’t have done it
without you and couldn’t ask for a better partner in crime!
Afterwards, we were completely exhausted, but it was all worth it. We hope
everyone who attended had a blast, found a new, compassionate product
to love, and maybe even learned something!
Check out the LAFC website for a photo gallery of the event. If you see yourself, let us know! Now, on to more adventures, planning the next issue!
THANK YOU, SPONSORS!!:
Acure Organics, Albet I Noya, April Lang Therapy, Arbonne Cosmetics (Nora
Gustason), AvaLove, Bai Drinks, Bao Food and Drink, Barbara Thumann-Calderaro, Beauty Without Cruelty, Boyd & Blair Vodka, Brooklyn Dark Chocolate,
CaSa Banane Ice Cream, VJ Chris Landry, Crazy Rumors, Drew B Photography, The Fanciful Fox, Fran Costigan Vegan Pastry Chef, Gardein, Gerard
Isaacson Photography, Grape Cat, Gunas, Gust Organics, It Factor Image
Consulting, Jay Astafa Catering, Jill Milan, Lois Eastlund, Love is Mighty, Mad
Hippie, Miakoda, Mink Shoes, Miyoko’s Kitchen, Nature Vs. Future, Nature’s
Bakery, Obsessive Confection Disorder, Punto Space, Quest Drapes, The Regal Vegan, Relan Green, Robert Stark Lighting, ECOSevi, Smarties, Sohung
Tong, Steaz, Surya Brasil, Terri NYC, Treeline Treenut Cheese, Vaute Couture,
Victoria Moran (Main Street Vegan), and Weleda.
Thanks to our fabulous Make Up Artist, Eve Love, and models: Rob Ordonez II,
Andres Fabian, Samantha Pearl, Charleen Fatima, and Nikisha Cummings.
Very special thanks to our volunteers who helped with outreach, set up,
clean up, and making everything run smoothly!: Cathy Morrissey Coincon,
Jay Massar, Pamela Talisse, Hannah Talisse, April Lang, Donnita Shaw, Victoria Shaw, Sabrina Danielle Walker, Sam Dusenbury, Juan Aviles, Gene Sturges,
Kevin Wilkinson (www.GeneralToursNYC.com), and Emiko Carlin Pearce.
Last but certainly not least, a very big thank you to Melissa D. Gordon and Rob Bell for covering our event on their show,
“On the Red Carpet with Melissa D. Gordon”. That was a fun bonus! Watch the episode on our website here!
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